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Abstract—Wireless communication became an essential tool for
modern Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) for information
exchange. In spite of the many advantages wireless technology
has, it puts the patients health in serious danger if no proper
security mechanism is deployed. We aim to secure these devices
while taking into consideration the limitations these small devices
suffer from. IMDs have resources that are relatively simple and
sometimes require surgery to be altered. Consequently, common
security mechanisms cannot be simply implemented in fear of
consuming all the resources dedicated to healthcare needs. A
certain balance between security and efficiency must be sought
in each IMD architecture. In this work, we propose a sequential
and secure encrypted communication scheme for patients with
multiple IMDs. We present a model that delivers the information
generated by all IMDs in one packet to the final receiver. This
information will be encrypted sequentially going from one IMD
to the next. This scheme eliminates the need for single IMD
authentications with the receiver. Instead of each IMD commu-
nicating independently with the same receiver, each device will
send its information to a different IMD in a single communication
action. Performing this way, the scheme would exploit the inherent
properties of the entropy of the physiological signals to randomize
the exchanged messages. The scheme succeeded in NIST tests with
high rates around 95%. This relieves the IMDs from the need
for the encryption in addition to a recovery rate of 100% for the
proposed architecture. At the end, the final message will be attack-
resistant with length < 1Kb in short handling time in order of
100 ms.

Keywords—Implantable Medical Devices, Wireless communica-
tion, Sequential encryption, Secure healthcare.

I. INTRODUCTION

The global Implantable Medical Devices’ market is witness-
ing a significant increase in these years. The rising number
of technological advancements in the field of medical science
and treatment is mainly contributing to this expansion. It is is
anticipated to be worth 49.8 billion USD by 2024 [1]. Wear-
able or Implantable Medical Devices (WMD/IMD) contribute
significantly to improving patients’ quality of life by remotely
treating their health issues. They enable easy and efficient
diagnostics and monitoring of the patient’s health status in real
time. Also, they provide more efficient and scalable healthcare
as it allows physicians to better utilize their time and be more
efficient. They contribute mainly to decrease the burden of
medical attention a patient requires, essentially if he/she is
suffering from a chronic disease. In addition to the medical

performance, an IMD is required to protect the patient: It must
be secured from any external hijacking action and able to
protect the stored private data. Researchers are aware of the
severe limitations of IMDs regarding energy consumption and
low resources. For this reason, their goal is to find the best
trade-off between efficiency and security. This solution needs to
guarantee that access is provided for the patient and any other
authorized party, while protecting the user at the same time
from any other malicious agent. An adversary may interfere
with the regular functions of an IMD and launch different
types of attacks. These attacks are mainly categorized into two
different types:

• Passive attacks: These attacks are about listening to any
communication signals in the network. Therefore, the
eavesdropper is able to obtain and store confidential
medical logs or personal information. This storage is
useful whether for future attacks or for passive knowledge
[2].

• Active attacks: These attacks are malicious commands
triggered by an adversary to be executed at the IMD
level. These commands have different goals: restraining
the IMD from functioning, triggering the IMD to execute
life-threatening actions or use the IMD as a relay node
to access the network [3].

In our previous work [4], we have investigated chaotic
generators for the design of a defense mechanism against Man-
In-The-Middle attacks. This mechanisms relies on a dynamic
signatures that validate the trusted users. Once this trust is built,
an attacker cannot interact with the wireless communication.
Also, we have reviewed the wireless communication scheme
between an IMD and its remote control [5].We have proposed
an authentication protocol to ensure the identity of the com-
municating parties using plain text messages, relying on Diffie-
Hillman approach. Furthermore, scanning the literature, one can
find some schemes developed for the specific security purposes
of IMDs. One idea is to transfer the whole security process
to be implemented on an external device, like the example of
IMDGuard [6]. These external devices, unlike the IMDs, do
not have any resources constraints or limitations. These devices
allow the implementation of more robust algorithms but need to
be always worn by the patient. In the same context, Gollakota et
al. [7] explored the feasibility of protecting implantable devices
using a physical layer solution which is a personal base station
they called ”the shield”. This external device explores a radio
design to jam the IMD’s messages. This jamming procedure
prevents unauthorized commands from reaching the device.
Yang et al. [8] have proposes a key pairing system for wearable978-1-7281-6535-6/20/$31.00 c©2020 IEEE
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devices. This pairing scheme explores Electromyogram signal’s
entropy. They have designed a secret key generator scheme
that authenticates the different devices’ physical proximity and
allow a confidential communication. Rasmussen et al. [9] pro-
posed a proximity-based access control scheme to secure IMDs.
This scheme uses ultrasonic distance-bounding to authenticate
the surrounding devices. Li et al. [10] treated this issue from a
different perspective. They proposed a solution based on Body-
coupled communication technology. This solution relies on the
closeness of the devices to the human body and on this short
communication range.

There are multiple IMDs a patient can wear to improve
his health status. There is no necessity that these devices are
related, or conceived to work together. Each IMD is indepen-
dent usually. To alleviate this burden and to well protect the
patient’s privacy, we propose this work to link the different
IMDs together while aiming to reduce the overall computational
cost. As shown in Fig. 1, we want to alter the conventional
communication scheme presented in Fig. 1a. The patient or the
doctor uses a centralized device (CU) to collect the different
measured data from the body. Therefore, each single IMD
needs to undergo an authentication process at least to protect
the data’s privacy. This work aims to manage the medical
data communication of these IMDs while guaranteeing the
patient’s security and privacy. We propose in this paper a
chain architecture to relay the information between all the
IMDs in use, as shown in Fig. 1b. We investigate the intrinsic
entropy of the physiological data to introduce the secrecy of
the information to the deliverable of the IMDs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II explains the communication model we are proposing in this
work. Section III explains the architecture details and the IMDs’
role partition. Section IV details how this scheme is able to
protect the IMDs from malicious attacks. Section V illustrates
the performance of the system. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.

II. COMMUNICATION MODEL

We propose for this work a new communication model to
send the medical data from the different body sensor to the
main Control Unit (CU). The latter is responsible for collecting,
analyzing and sending the data of the patient to any other user,
e.g, the patient’s doctor or nurse. Instead of each sensor sends
individually its gathered information to the CU, we propose
that these sensors communicate in a chain model. Afterward,
the final message, containing all the IMD’s information, will
be sent to the CU. Fig. 2 shows the proposed communication
link between the different nodes. This scheme is beneficial on
different points:

• The communication of each IMD will be a single one-
way communication. If each node was to communicate
directly with the CU, a two-way communication with
multiple message exchanges needs to take place. This
is to ensure the authenticity and legitimacy of each IMD
before the CU accepts the message. In this scheme, each
IMD will receive a message, adds its own, and then
send it to the next IMD. The security features of the
communication will be ensured by the global scheme.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Communication Model Used by Multiple IMDs on a
Single User.

• The communication between the IMD will happen on a
Body-Area Communication level. This short-ranged low-
power communication will first save on the communi-
cation cost of each device. Also, it will save on the
computational cost. These communications are very hard
to intercept without the patient’s knowledge. Therefore,
the standard encryption of this communication can be
avoided. However, as it will be explained in the following
sections, the communication will be encrypted rather than
in plain-text. This helps to protect the patient’s privacy at
a lower cost compared to implementing regular standard
encryption [11].

• The information of all IMDs will be more robust to
break after passing through each device. The overall
authenticity and integrity checks will move the CU part.
This will save on the CPU use on the level of the IMDs.

A. Architecture
We intend through this work to secure the messages gen-

erated by the IMD using the possible resources. For this
reason, we have proposed the idea of a chain communication
between the different IMDs all over the patient’s body, before
reaching the main device. Relying on the Random aspects of
some of the physiological signs, such as Electrocardiographs
(ECG) signals [17] and Electromyograph (EMG) signals [8],
we are aiming to make the communication more private using
simple data dissemination schemes. Section III depicts how
each node will build its message based on the one it received.
Initially, the architecture shown in Fig 2a was to be used for
simplicity. However, we have found that there is a risk that
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Proposed Sequential Encryption Model for a Multi-IMD
Communication. (a) Full-Sequential Communication Scheme.
(b) Multi-row Sequential Scheme.

the final message will be too large that the method will lose
interest. For this reason, we are proposing the architecture
shown in Fig 2b. The IMDs that are used in each row ( gray
filled) are IMD characterized by simple reports. These IMDs
usually reports physiological signs that only varies in unusual
situations. Example of these signals are Blood Oxygen, Blood
Pressure and Glucose level. The IMDs that links each row to
another (black filled) are the ones that report larger signals.
These signals usually require larger messages to report and
also vary significantly throughout the day. Blood Glucose level
for example, only witnesses a perceivable change on hourly
basis. Blood Pressure depends highly on the patient’s activity
change, otherwise it would remain close to a certain value.
However, EMG signals for example would drastically change
with a signle muscle flex.
This architecture will improve the final message length required
to report all the physiological data than the first one, this will
better be explained in Section III.

For the node discovery, we intend to use a secret key
agreement with the IMDs in use as an initial step. The CU
will share secret keys Ki that will help authenticate the nodes
later. The use of the right Ki ensures the identity of the IMD.
Moreover, this will help identify which architecture to use,
depending on the existing IMDs on the patient’s body. The roles
of being a ”Gray node” or a ”Black node” and which comes
first in the chain is the role of CU to define. This should only
change from one patient to another, or in the infrequent event
of adding a new IMD to the system.

III. IMDS’ ROLE PARTITION

A. Gray-level Messages

These IMDs are characterized by small, slightly-varying
physiological signal reports. This can be the example of IMDs
reporting Blood Pressure or Blood Glucose. The messages
generated by these IMDs will be hidden in the packets gen-
erated by the ”Black-level” IMDs. We intend to use a simple
steganographic [12] technique to insert this message into the
final message. If there is more than one ”Gray”, then the
messages will follow the method described in Section III-B.

Fig. 3: Message Embedding Between a Gray-level IMD and its
Following Black-level IMD

As shown in Figure 3. The message generated by the final
Gray IMD will be inserted into what the following Black IMD
is intending to send. The insertion will be using the LSB
technique. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) [13] steganography
is one popular and simple method to embed information usually
within images. Steganography techniques are the process of
inserting a secret message within a block of useful information
that is hard to notice. The robustness of steganography tech-
niques in our scheme will be asserted by embedding the data
in an irregular region. This will be the role of shared Ki keys
to define the region within each block of the total message.
Usually, the gray nodes we are defining will deliver very small
information (physiological measurements) that do not require
a large packet [19]. However, the defined black nodes require
significantly larger packets, essentially if they are monitoring
continuous biological signals. Therefore, the LSB technique is
useful and practical for this scenario. The technique would not
burden the IMD with excessive computational utilization [14].

B. Black-level Messages

To embed the message of the current IMD, we intend to
avoid standard cryptography for resource constraints reasons.
The IMDs, as implanted in the body, has extreme small size
and power constraints. The battery of some IMDs, such as
biosensors and ICDs, has to last at least 5-10 years. Any
additional computation will decrease drastically the life range
of the device. Therefore, the IMD security module should not
affect its safety and utility functions. Figure 4 explains the
procedure of the message generation of the IMDs in this level.
At the first step, the IMD will expand, if needed, its reporting
Infi to match the message’s length of the received message
Mi−1. Then, it will embed both together. For simplicity, we
used the XOR operation in the figure. Afterward, a second part
of the message (P2) is generated. This enables CU to reversely
read each different Infi when receiving the final message of
the chain. P2 is a watermark of Infi on a pre-set template (TP )
using Ki. This technique relies highly on the high entropy of
the reported physiological signs to cipher the message [17],
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[18]. The need to generate a random key is useless when
using physiological signals with random behaviour to create the
message to be sent. The watermark we propose is as follows:

P2 = Infi × TPKi
+ (1− Infi)× (1− TPKi

) (1)

Fig. 4: Message Generation Procedure by an Intermediate Gray-
level or a Black-level IMD

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

This protocol is dedicated to patient’s that are using multiple
IMDs for different purposes. The usual scenario is that each
IMD will communicate independently with a central device.
To guarantee the privacy of these communications, each IMD
must have its own authentication or encryption scheme. In order
to alleviate this burden, the proposed scheme is relying on
the random variations of certain physiological signals (Elec-
trocardiographs, Electromyograph, Blood Pressure ...) and the
sequential communication proposed.
These devices are all implanted in the patient’s body. The
privacy of communication is ensured using Body Area Com-
munications [15], [16]. This short-ranged communication limits
the eavesdropping threat to its minimal. Another advantage of
this communication is its low-power use. This makes the use of
encrypted communication a low interest. The scheme we have
proposed merges the messages generated by the different nodes
in a way that the final message is humanly unreadable and hard
to recover by an attacker. The authenticity and integrity of the
messages are guaranteed by the pre-shared keys Ki. These keys
are the parameters that make the final communicated message
decipherable. Also, this renders this scheme robust against relay
attacks as it will be shown in Section V-A.
This scheme is of real interest to the low-performance IMDs.
In our architecture, these IMDs are assigned to be in the level
of gray nodes. With no use of standard encryption algorithms,
their message is being joined within the different messages.
This leads to a harder procedure by any malicious attacker
to extract the information. The final message contains all the
information generated by the different IMDs. The CU is able
to extract sequentially the IMD’s messages starting from the
last one reaching the first one. The LSB technique guarantees
the readability of the information generated by the Gray nodes.
The CU is solely knowledgeable about the Ki’s. Therefore, it
will identify where the messages have been hidden within the
Black nodes’ messages.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Randomness tests

The security aspects of any key generator relate highly to
the randomness of its outputs [20]. The statistical tests for
random sequences given by The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [21] describes procedures that aim to
detect any deviation of a given binary sequence from being
truly random. The main tests we have used to check on our
key generator systems are:

1) Monobit test: This test verifies if the appearance propor-
tions of the bits 0 and 1 are nearly balanced. Thus, there
is no bit that is more likely to appear than the other.

2) Frequency Test within a Block: This test is the specifica-
tion of the previous test on all M-bit blocks individually.

3) Runs test: This test verifies if the oscillation between the
bits 0 and 1 in the given sequence is not too quick nor
too slow for a random sequence.

4) Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test: This test
looks for periodic features that contradict the assumed

TABLE 1: Results of the Randomness Tests on the Black-level
Messages

Randomness Test Average success Rate of Mi

Monobit Test 88%
Frequency Test 93%

Runs Test 96%
DFT 97%

TABLE 2: Correlation Matrix of the Parameters of the Black-
level Messages

Ki Previous
message
Mi−1

Generated
message
Mi

Final mes-
sage

Ki 1 [-0.08,0.1] [-0.07,0.01] [-0.05,0.1]
Previous message Mi−1 1 [-0.16,0.11] [-0.12,0.08]
Generated message Mi 1 [-0.03,0.02]
Final message 1
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randomness of the bit string. The test applies the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform on the sequence to verify these
features.

The results are shown in Table 1. These results were obtained
by testing the ”Black-level” IMD’s generated messages after
extracting the information to be reported. The information
is obtained from different data offered by PhysioNet [22]
database.

Table 2 shows the correlation between the different parts of
the network. This table shows the absence of any statistical
correlation between the messages and the keys received by
the intermediate IMDs and those generated at the end. This
is enhancing the secrecy of the messages throughout the whole
chain.

To test the proposed scheme, we have considered the case
of an IMD network of 9 IMDs on the patient body. We have
chosen this to test the limitations and the scalability of our
proposed idea. It is uncommon for a patient to handle on his
body more than this. We intend to test how the architecture of
the IMDs’ communication should be when adding a new device.
Fig. 5 shows the different possible architecture and repartition
of black/gray nodes. Our scheme relies directly on the message
lengths and the type of signals for the repartition. A device
reporting data that is long and more likely to vary significantly
through time, has a tendency to belong to the black-level of
IMDs. This data will induce some randomness aspects on the
generated message following the scheme in Section III-B. The
A device with quasi-static and short reports is more likely to
belong to the gray-level of IMDs. Following this, the LSB
technique will be efficiently utilized. We need to avoid having a
large message to be embedded using LSB technique. Otherwise,
there is a risk of information loss, as shown in Table 3.
Fig. 6 represents the time needed by the whole architecture
to generate the final message and its packet size. This was
made under the assumption that all nodes behave likely. Also,
under the assumption that the gray-level IMDs generate equal-
length messages and the same for black-level messages. We can
observe that the structures (b) and (c) performs the best. This
is explained by the balanced arrangement of the different IMDs
in the network. As one can predict, structure (d) is the worst.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5: Illustration of the Tested Different Communication
Structures

Fig. 6: Time Consumption and Packet Size of the Generation
Process of the Final Message Generated by the IMDs

All the IMDs are in a sequential order. Also, even the IMDs
with small data to report will need to expand their message to
meet the communication chain requirement.

Table 3 shows the average score of the randomness tests
(explained in Section V-A) of the message to be sent to the CU
and its recovery rate. The smaller the recovery rate is, the more
likely the CU will not be able to read all the messages contained
within the received messages. This was obtained by testing the
CU ability to decipher a large set of generated data by each
different structure. We can observe that the structures (e) and
(f) have the lowest rate. This is explainable as the gray nodes
within the same row are too many that their final message is
too large to be carried with LSB technique on the same carrier.
For the secrecy score, we can deduce that the more gray-level
nodes there are with fewer black nodes in the structure, the less
secret the message is. This is mainly due to the fact that those

TABLE 3: Reliability of the Resulting Message

Architecture Secrecy Tests Recovery Rate
Structure (a) 100% 100%
Structure (b) 100% 100%
Structure (c) 100% 98%
Structure (d) 100% 100%
Structure (e) 94% 92%
Structure (f) 63% 86%
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nodes report usually predictable data, whereas the black nodes
report data with an interesting random behaviour.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated the case of a patient with
several functioning Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs). We
have proposed in this work a communication scheme between
the IMDs to enforce the secrecy of this latter without the use
of standard encryption. This helps to improve the security of
the data while using the least resources possible of the IMD.
This scheme reduces the communication cost and alleviate the
need for single node authentication. We have concluded that the
proposed system ensures users secure wireless communication
for data exchange.
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